Preservation of place and manner cues during simultaneous communication: a spectral moments perspective.
Spectral moments, which describe the distribution of frequencies in a spectrum, were used to investigate the preservation of acoustic cues to intelligibility of speech produced during simultaneous communication (SC) in relation to acoustic cues produced when speaking alone. The spectral moment data obtained from speech alone (SA) were comparable to those spectral moment data reported by Jongman, Wayland, and Wong (2000) and Nittrouer (1995). The spectral moments obtained from speech produced during SC were statistically indistinguishable from those obtained during SA, indicating no measurable degradation of obstruent spectral acoustic cues during SC. As a result of this activity, the participant will be able to (1) describe SC; (2) explain the role of SC in communication with children who are deaf; (3) describe the first, third, and fourth spectral moments of obstruent consonants; and (4) identify spectral moment patterns in speech produced during SC.